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Abstract 

 The study explores the challenges and opportunities in establishing 

terrorist detention facilities and militants' involvement in a prison break in 

Pakistan after 9/11. For this purpose, we conducted qualitative research on the 

prison department and adjoining urban settlement. The study aimed to explore 

Pakistani existing prison infrastructure for Al-Qaeda and Taliban-associated 

terrorists. Secondly, when and why the need arose to develop a dedicated terrorist 

detention facility (TDF); finally, what are the internal and external security-related 

vulnerabilities of a TDF, and how do they put adjoining urban settlements at risk. 

The research found some guaranteed action by the state in response to the 

previous prison break. The new paradigm for terrorist detention was adopted, 

which focused on dedicated terrorist detention facilities. The in-depth qualitative 

approach revealed that adjoining civilian settlements faced problems of economic 

insecurity, mobility hurdles, and communication barriers due to the installment of 

signal jammers. It is concluded that old prisons should be needed modification in 

the internal negligence, institutional incapacities, and connivance. Also, 

participants proved that risk society theory could be applied to Pakistan’s security 

device, influencing the adjoining urban settlement. The recommendation put 

forward to the policymakers was that terrorist attacks fear was present among 

civilian daily lives near a TDF’s vicinity. 
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 The study focuses on the challenges and opportunities to establishing 

terrorist detention facilities and militants' involvement in a prison break in 

Pakistan after 9/11. On April 15, 2012, the assaulted terrorist attacks on Bannu jail 

and fifty Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) militants ran away from Bannu central 

jail. Similarly, four hundred criminals and twenty to thirty hardcore terrorists were 

escaped from prison. Meanwhile, TTP was equipped with heavy armors, 

automatic machine guns, and rocket launchers which were the technical tools for 

breaking prison (Fox-news, 2012). One year later, TTP militants assaulted 

attacked Dera Ismail Khan Prison (D.I. Khan) on July 29, 2013. The militants 

attacked the prison in police uniforms from the main gate with modern rocket 

launchers and exploded police vehicles. Likewise, two hundred forty (240) 

criminals and thirty-five (35) most dangerous terrorists ran away with the support 

of TTP militants, and also they martyred four police officials and five militants 

(Sky-News, 2013). These kinds of assault attacks on the jailbreaks were a new 

experience to the administration. So, administration wanted to find out the root 

cause of TDF attacks. These assaulted jailbreaks started after 9/11, because of the 

United States (U.S.) military invasion and military intervention came into 

Afghanistan. Albeit, U.S. army arrested Taliban, Al-Qaida criminals, and terrorists 

in Afghan’s jail which motivated them to attack on the prisons (Britannica, 2017; 

Tankel, 2016). In that very time, Pakistan had started military operation Rah-e-

Nijaat (Path to Salvation) in South Waziristan and in federally administered tribal 

area (FATA) against TTP on June 19, 2009. Most of the TTP leaders were 

escaped to Afghanistan and due to this the ratio of jail breaks decreased (Khan, 

2013). The military had arrested many Taliban and Al-Qaeda-associated terrorists 

and put them in to prison during the operation of Rah-e-Nijaat. U.S. Army also 

prisoned all Taliban and Al-Qaeda-associated terrorists in Afghan’s jail. After 

these attacks, the administration had thought to establish a dedicated TDF for the 

prisoners. Therefore, the study justified to explore the challenges and 

opportunities in establishing terrorist detention facilities and militants’ 

involvement in a prison break in Pakistan after 9/11. 

Such as, Neumann (2010) explored that detention centers are places where 

prison are kept, which is nowadays over-crowded and under-staffed. These 

common phenomena create physical or ideological gap for extremists to 

recruit/used detainees for their own purpose(CIA, 2002; Neumann, 2010). 

Overcrowding in prisons causes many other socio-health issues and it adversely 

influence on the health of the prisoners, which is due to shortage of place. The 

international standards of prisoner do not meet which is also one cause of the 

prison breaks. Almost 70% of prisons are overcrowded worldwide, and due to 

overcrowding, health issues emerge in the circumference of jails breaks (Gul, 
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2018; Mackay, 2015; Parajuli et al., 2015;Warmsley, 2005). Especially, in 

Pakistan prisoners’ overcrowding has increased in the last five years, and there is a 

need for the new prison establishment (Gul, 2018). Overcrowding results in self-

harm among prisoners due to the competition of holding resources. The resources 

are limited in prisons like accommodation, bread, health resources. As a result, 

these limited resources are divided into two or three prisoners. Hance, a 

competition starts among prisoners, which leads to intra-jail conflict, and the 

competition ends with self-harms (Wolff et al., 2016). According to scientific 

research, overcrowding is not the reason to establish more jails, but close 

incarceration among confinement creates problems for the prison administration 

(Guetzkow & Schoon, 2015; Hough et al., 2008; Pitts et al., 2014; Tankebe, 

2010). Another problem is social risk in the prison which is due to overcrowding, 

and almost all prisoners commit suicide (van Ginneken et al., 2017). Horne and 

Newman (2015) concluded that the jail overcrowding issue makes prisoners 

mentally ill, which is a significant cause of self-destruction. 

 Previous literature did not empirically find the TDF challenges and 

opportunities which created a high risk for the adjoining civilian settlement and 

local community or society. It is justified that this paper had generated a new 

paradigm for TDF and provided a complete in-depth scientific solution for 

detaining terrorists. The emic and epic perspective of the administration 

department of jail and adjoining urban settlement were conducted and narrated 

threatening and challenges for adjoining societal living near high-security prison 

(HSP). 

Beck’s Theory of Risk Society (Theoretical Framework) 

 Risk Society theory is defined how society response and reaction to 

hazardous situation(Abrahamsen & Williams, 2010). According to Ulrich Beck, 

history defined that 11th September remains a problem for the interruption of Intra 

and inter-relationship nations. Similarly, the administration departments of prisons 

do not understand what is going on and what is happening to the world order 

(Beck, 2002). Risk society theory argued that the administration makes this kind 

of detention terrorists, but it makes problems for the adjoining societies or 

communities in future. Safety and security are maintained with the help of 

technological safety jammers, and these jammers’ installments create major 

threats for society, and risk society theory can resolve the societal problem with 

administrative authorities’ response and cooperation. The central supposition of 

the risk society theory is how advanced industrialized societies become fall into 

certain structural conditions. Likewise, every modern society becomes a risk 
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society and perspective of debating, preventing, and managing the risks (Beck, 

2006; Spence, 2005). 

Study Objectives 

 To deeply understand the current terrorist detention facilities for Al-Qaeda 

and Taliban-associated terrorists. 

 To identify internal security-related vulnerabilities (incapacity and 

connivance) which contribute to prison breaks. 

 To comprehend about vulnerabilities of adjoining urban settlements. 

 To explore means for establishing TDFs that are safe for both detainees 

and adjoining civilian settlements. 

 

Research Design 

 The interpretive qualitative research design was used. The base of 

interpretative perspective is on a subjectivist supposition which creates a reality 
within a social context (Bell & Bryman, 2005). The explanatory application and 

constructivism approach was used to know its epistemological foundation (Davis 

& Sumara, 2002). As Bryman and Bell (2003) accurately indicated, the eccentric 
position of ontology is considered social entities and should be determined as 

objective entities which have reality to the external social actor. The social 

construction is built from social perception, and then the action of social actors is 
considered. The nature of our ontological position in the study is fear in human 

beings. The constructivist belief system with a realist ontology, subjectivist 

epistemology, and hermeneutics methodology’s ultimate criterion is better to 

understand; this approach was appropriate for answering the research question. 

Sample and Sampling Technique 

 The study used a purposive sampling technique, and the whole population 

of the cities were divided into three districts. For example, data was collected from 

D.I. Khan jail, Bannu jail, and Sahiwal jail area. In the context of this research, 

adjoining civilian settlement means the population living near the Terrorist 

detention center (TDC). Further study districts were divided into polls areas 

because we compared the TDF situation with Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

(KP), Pakistan. The paper selected participants from Sahiwal, D.I. Khan, and 

Bannu. Similarly, the participants were the principals of the Government Collage 

Sahiwal, D.I. Khan, and Bannu. Moreover, the participants were principals of 

public schools. Lastly, the President of District Bar and General Secretary of the 

Sahiwal D.I. Khan and Bannu were also consulted for this problematic issue. As a 

result, eighteen (18) participants were consulted for data collection on the basis of 

purposive situation.  
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 The sample size of the administration poll was a total of nine respondents. 

The pseudonyms of the nine respondents were called (CMIN1), (CMIN2), 

(CMIN3), (CMIN5), (CMIN6), (CMIN7), (CMIN8), and (CMIN9). In the sample 

size of the adjoining urban settlement poll, there were nine respondents. The 

names of the five respondents were called (AUS1), (AUS2), (AUS3), (AUS4), 

(AUS5), (AUS6), (AUS7), (AUS8) and (AUS9). These names were pseudonyms 

because our data was secret, and the respondents did not want to expose their 

names, and it was also an ethical consideration. Recruitment criteria of 

participants from the administration poll are based on the respondents’ position 

where they are currently living (means living near jail or prisons vicinity). 

Consequently, internal anonymity is a sensitive issue in the qualitative research 

study and is supported. The risk of harm was the core issue, and do not lose the 

privacy of the data. The participants were guaranteed that their names, data, and 

other privacy factors would also be deleted from the computer device. 
 

Data Analysis and Data Transcription with Discussion 

 In this paper, data were analyzed with the help of thematic analysis, 

categories, and coding. Thematic analysis is one of the familiar approaches in 

qualitative data analysis (Bryman, 2015). When searching for themes, Ryan and 

Bernard (2003) suggested looking for these steps like repetition, indigenous 

typologies, metaphors and analogies, transitions, linguistic connectors, missing 

data, differences, and similarities are also fundamental aspects that help during 

inductive deductive themes, categories and coding. The standard rule of 

differences and similarities is avoiding similarities and counting differences 

(Creswell, 2012). 

 Themes of the study were detaining terrorists existing infrastructure, TDF 

establishment, security enhancement, internal negligence, incapacities, 

connivance, permanent jammers installation, public mobility, and theory of risk 

society with their respective sub-themes and emergent themes. Hence, the present 

study used thematic analysis, and data were collected from eighteen (18) 

participants. The data was rigorous, and the researcher focused on identifying a 

large amount of information through themes and sub-themes. The standardized 

procedure of performing thematic analysis was used in the present investigation. 

While coding the empirical data, several themes and sub-themes were identified. 

The themes are highlighted in below Table 1. 
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Table. 1 

Super-ordinate Themes, Sub-ordinate Themes and Emergent Themes (N = 18) 

Super-ordinate Themes Sub-ordinate 

Themes 

Emergent Themes 

Detaining Terrorists Existing 

Infrastructure 

High Security 

Cells within Jail 

  

 Extra Security 

Cells 

More Warden for 

Security 

TDF Establishment   Bannu Jailbreak 

 Pakistan 

Assaulted 

Jailbreaks 

D.I Khan Jailbreak 

Theory of Risk Society Risk Society  

 Managing Risk   

Administration Poll 

  Incapacities and Internal 

Negligence 

a) Not follow 
duty roaster 

Other Fellows’Duty 

  Double or Triple 

Duty Per Day 

 b) Duty 
Absentees 

Not Performing Duty 
in Time 

 c)Not Following 
Duty Rules and 

S.O. Ps 

Security Loops 
Security Leaps 

 a) Overcrowding More prisoners in 

one Jail Room 

 b)Understaffing No Proper Staff 

 c)Inadequate 

Training 

No Refresher 

Courses 

 d)Less Equipment No latest arms and 
ammunition 
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 Connivance a)Secret 

Information 

Leakage 

  

 b)S.O.P 

Information 

Leakage 

  

 c)Duty Roaster 

Leak the 

Information  

Leads to jailbreak 

 d)Structural 
information 

Leakage 

  

Adjoining Civilian Settlement 

Permanent Jammers Installation   Internet facility 

blocked 

 a)Communication 
Problem 

Mobile Signals 
Dropped 

Phone& Calls 

Blocked 

 b) Fear of Attack   

 c) Fear of 

Hostage 

Leads to Mass 

Hysteria 

  a)Roads Blockage transfer/movement of 

Terrorist 

Public Mobility b)Security Check 

barriers 

Civilian Do not 

Move 

 c)Combing 
Operations 

Disturbance in Urban 
Movements 

 d)Search 

Operations 

No Movements 

Detaining Terrorists Existing Infrastructure 

 The participants familiar with the case of the 9/11 war, and they described 

that our security system had not enough maintained the detain extremists or 

terrorists separately. The administration realized and understood that there is a 

need of separate jails. The real verbatim of participant… 

“We have no proper resources to sustain prisoners in a specific 

place, but now we have separate security prison for prisoners to 
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keep them separate from other culprits”. As conclusion the 

society would not be in risk(CMIN2). 

The participant explored those jailbreak incidents due to the establishment sector. 

In other words, the government had to take some serious action and build a High-

security prison for the prisoners. Participant verbatim… 

“We need urgent action to build TDF for criminals and terrorists. 

So, it is imperative to build high-security prisons or TDF out of 

the city, which may not disturb citizens. Moreover, the ratio of 

jailbreaks will be decreased in the future and society will be 

saved from the risky circumstances”(CMIN3). 

The participants agreed that jail staff is untrained. There is no proper 

concentration given to the jail compared to other security systems. The security 

staff is a weapon, but it cannot work correctly. These weapons are helpful up to 

some extent to save the jailbreaks. A weapon with new advanced technology 

should be adopted, and new establishments TDF would be secured in the future. 

According to participants, high-profiled criminals should be specified, and police 

officers should stand with modern weapons. 

 “We had no recourses to establish separate prisons, and until the 

new high-security prisons were not established, the terrorists 

were kept in the previously available high-security blocks. The 

security protocols for these high-security blocks were different 

from other prisoner cells” (CMIN9). 

Theory of Risk Society  

 The respondents suggested that the high-security prison kept different 

terrorists and prisoners, but insecurity fear is present among citizens. Modern 

technology and security systems have put society at risk, creating fear and chaos. 

The feeling of fear from the terrorist attack was present in the participants. The 

respondent words… 

“We want a completely secure life that our ancestors pass. I am 

too much worried for my family living in this modern society and 

nowadays individual, and group life is at risk” (AUS2) 

“I understand that people feel fear and threats from terrorist 

attacks. In my opinion, High-security prison or TDF should be 

built out of the cities, and the current one must be shifted from old 

place to new place. Such as, nowadays, TDF is near to medical 

college of Sahiwal which is situated precisely at the backside of 

the prison. The example, Abdul Wali Khan University is not too 
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old, and few students were used as a human shield. The best 

solution to the problem is, the administration should move the 

high-security prison to the unpopulated area, and old high-

security prison should be shifted from the schools, colleges and 

universities area to other unpopulated places.” The students, 

citizens, and other officials are at risk due to TDF because some 

students already martyred in the past from the act of 

terrorists”(AUS2). 

The participants agreed that terrorists and high professional criminals put 

inhabitants at risk and society. The Prison administration department worked on 

the new TDF centers, but they should be far away from the populated area. 

Participants primarily described that schools, colleges, and universities students 

have gone from this world due to terrorist attacks. Modern societies have a high-

security system, but individuals live at risk. Individuals, families, and group lives 

were at risk in this modern and industrialized world. In conclusion, it is 

recommended that high-security prisons be shifted from populated areas to 

unpopulated areas, which is dangerous for individuals and schools, colleges, and 

university students. The present study revealed that the theory of risk society has 

proper importance in the literature. Similarly, modern society is at risk, and this 

study proved that certain structural conditions (such as TDF) put the inhabitants at 

risk. On the other hand, the theory of risk society also assumed that advanced 

industries societies have fallen into certain structural conditions which put modern 

society at risk (Beck, 2006; Spence, 2005). 
 

Incapacities and Internal Negligence  

 According to the respondents that overcrowding is the reason for 

jailbreaks. The prisoners are three times more in the section of the jails. Prisoners’ 

protests are also the reason for jailbreaks and understaffing. Further elaborated 

that staff is not trained and has no proper equipment in the jail. Such as, Home-

Office-UK (2014) reported that prison breaks was happened due to incapacity and 

did not meet international standards in the jails. The real verbatim… 

“I wish that every prisoner has a proper separate cell. The police 

have no well-furnished arms in the jail, but other terrorists have. 

This phenomenon creates a crucial situation for Pakistani 

society” (CMIN4). 

Participants illustrated that incapacity issues are purely related to the 

administration department. If the administration takes a step toward their 

arrangement, then culprits and terrorists can detain in the jails. Arms and 

ammunition are present, but our officials have not trained accordingly. The 
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terrorists have a lot of trained people and work with proper management during 

breaking jails. Further elaborated in words… 

“We have enough space for culprits, but appropriate management 

should be needed. Culprits or terrorists are not more, but no 

proper sanction of cells. We have many facilities for culprits, but 

facilities are not managed. Such type of circumstances put us in 

jeopardize” (CMIN8). 
 

 

Connivance 

 As reported, most prison staff compromise on their responsibilities and 

duties, which is one loose point for the detainees, terrorists who quickly escaped 

from the TDF. In ordinary jails or prisons, such conspiracies are made, but just for 

a limited purpose. The operating officials can only control one management level, 

but other officers perform their duties honestly. The dialogist openly cleared that 

official should know the duty jurisdiction and not take an interest in the 

connivance.  

 The narration concluded that prison breaks are historically supported by 

different staff members, which is one sort of connivance. The prison breaks the 

history of Bannu Jail, which happened after 9/11. Drastic changes occurred in the 

ratio of prison or jailbreaks. The participant agreed that the investigation 

concluded, and it is revealed that staff connivance played a significant role in 

them. As a result, all the modern means urban society is in risk and their lives are 

not saved from the terrorist attacks at that time.  

In the previous literature, Gulf-News (2017)  reported that negligence and 

connivance played a significant role in escaping ten convicts from Bahrain's 

central high-security prison. The finding of the current study matched our 

study. The real verbatim during the interview… 

“Watching the detainee's action is easy, but unfortunately, few 

staff members take the money and then readily share secret 

information about the prison department” (CMIN2). 
 

Adjoining Urban Settlement 

Permanent Jammers Installation 

 As stated by participants, that permanent installment of the Jammers 

becomes a big problem for a peaceful citizen of the urban vicinity, because 

nowadays mobile phones have become an essential part of our lives and we cannot 

contact relatives due to jammers installation. The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

participants also replied that mobile phone signals are not working in the high-

security prison area. The phone is a significant mode of communication for 
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people, but nowadays, these adjoining urban and rural settlements like Kohat jail 

area individuals are affected by the installed jammers. It is complicated to contact 

family members due to high-frequency security jammers, and people are also 

worried about D.I. Khan area (KP). 

“I am elected chairman of the union council, and several times, 

we discussed this issue with the jail administration department 

and social media, but there is no positive response” (AUS2). 

The respondents were lawyers by profession and working as district court layers. 

We shared our experiences regarding communication barriers due to jammers' 

installation in the adjoining urban settlement. Ninety-nine percent of people in this 

area use a mobile phone compared to a landline, but unfortunately, mobile phone 

is not working, and our communication mode is at risk.  

Furthermore, participants elaborated that high-frequency jammers are installed in 

the surrounding area of the High-security prison, and we do not communicate on 

the mobile phone. Sometimes it becomes a risky threat for us. The words… 

“I requested the current jail administration department make a 

modern security detection plan for the high-security prison or 

TDF with a collaborative artificial intelligence strategy and do 

not put the lives of the individuals at risk nearest adjoining 

settlement” (AUS5). 

The previous literature found that adjoining urban settlements faced 

communication problems due to jammers’ installation near TDF. Various 

institutions and urban settlements near these prisons face the great difficulty of 

communication, and even these families would not make a single call to their 

family members outside the home. Whereas is internet not working due to 

jammers installation. The modern society individuals and citizen are always in risk 

(Glebbeek & Koonings, 2015, 2016;Williams, 2014). 

 

Public Mobility 

 As stated by participants, this kind of High-security prison or TDF must 

be established outside of the city area, but unfortunately, jail administration 

constructed a prison in the city. The TDF has been established in the heart of the 

cities, creating difficulties for public mobility. Society and several institutions 

such as colleges and near urban and rural communities are in terror and do not 

move here and there when they are shifted from one jail to another jail because 

different heinous terrorists are confined in this High-security prison, which 

permanently proved risk for society. The actual verbatim… 

“Yes, of course, the mobility of familiar people effects due to this 

High-security prison. I have experienced a few times that 
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patrolling security officers repeatedly check every individual, and 

people do not move from this fear. There are many places made 

for checking and searching, and these situations created mass 

hysteria and fear” (AUS8). 
 

Conclusions 

 In recent years, the dimension of jailbreaks changed due to 

coordinated external attacks by the militants. The widespread attention of the 

prison department is shifted to check the internal security of jails. It creates a 

problem for the prison department and the civilian in day-to-day activities. These 

infrastructures mistakes engage and combat a genuine opportunity for jailbreaks. 

The significance of the study was to explore the problem of adjoining civilian 

settlements due to terrorist detention facilities. The empirical research study found 

some collateral action of the previous jailbreaks. Furthermore, terrorist detention 

centers are entirely safe for detaining terrorist facilities. The adjoining civilian 

settlement has at risk stopped public mobility; communication berries due to 

jammers' installation. In addition, administrations have performed their duties and 

minimized internal negligence, incapacities, and connivance in the TDF. 

Equivalently, the need arose to develop a dedicated TDF due to the existing 

infrastructure for detaining terrorists, which can stop prison breaks in the future. In 

conclusion, these other factors, such as the staffing for terrorists in jails, the flow 

of communication and grouping in jails, and the security enhancement, were 

proven reasons for establishing TDF in an unpopulated area. Alternately, the high-

security prisons put society individuals at risk, and it could manage for the state's 

people, human security, and sovereignty. 

Recommendations 

 The staff of the jail should be better trained and well equipped. 

 The standard operating procedures should be kept under security 

consideration. 

 To eliminate overcrowding, prisoners’ burden should be removed from 

existing cells. 

 The government needs to increase the number of security personnel. 

 The high-security or TDF should appropriately deploy security staff and 

sanction cells for culprits and terrorists randomly. 

 The high-security prison should not be built in densely populated 

metropolitan cities or rural areas but rather in unpopulated areas.  

 The administration should manage the risk and conduct fieldwork to save 

society from the risk. 
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 The local government should lay out a proper plan for smooth traffic flow. 
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